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The pre-assembled scaffold platform for concrete construction sites
Doka folding platforms K are pre-assembled, work-ready scaffold platforms with standardised system components for
usage situations.

Tested safety

Highly cost-efficient

for reliable protection

saving you time and money

Put the advantages of this EN 12811-1 and DIN 4420 certiﬁed
Service and Working Scaffold to work for you
 reduced costs, due to fast, safe working
 high load-bearing capacity (max. 600 kg/m²) means that
wall formworks up to 5.50 m high can be stood on
the platforms
 unobstructed, ﬂat platform deck made possible by the
retractable crane-hoisting points
 with practical add-on components for every usage situation

Achieves cost-optimisation by
 being easy to use
 having a long lifespan
 not taking up much storage and transport space

thanks to easy handling
Reduced labour and crane times, thanks to
 pre-assembled units
 planning where to put the suspension points is easy,
thanks to the system's logical concept
 ready for use straight away, after a very few quick and
easy actions

The quick-to-unfold 'Folding platform K outside corner' provides safe
corner transitions without any trip hazards.

can be used for all types of safety task
Depending on your needs, you can use the pre-assembled
scaffold platforms as
 working platforms
 protection platforms
 sloping-rooftop fall barriers
 protective canopies

The Transport fork K/M plus makes for convenient, easy-to-handle
repositioning of standard and corner platforms.

Think safety // Doka, for safety’s sake
At Doka, safety is written very large – it’s what our safety symbol stands for. You’ll find it pointing to wherever Doka customers enjoy particularly great safety benefits,
both technically and personally, because your safety means a lot to us.
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Rapid working

Versatility

